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Abstract—Previous mesh compression techniques provide decent properties such as high compression ratio, progressive decoding,
and out-of-core processing. However, only a few of them support the random accessibility in decoding, which enables the details of any
specific part to be available without decoding other parts. This paper proposes an effective framework for the random accessibility of
mesh compression. The key component of the framework is a wire-net mesh constructed from a chartification of the given mesh.
Charts are compressed separately for random access to mesh parts and a wire-net mesh provides an indexing and stitching structure
for the compressed charts. Experimental results show that random accessibility can be achieved with competent compression ratio,
which is only a little worse than single-rate and comparable to progressive encoding. To demonstrate the merits of the framework, we
apply it to process huge meshes in an out-of-core manner such as out-of-core rendering and out-of-core editing.
Index Terms—Random accessible compression, mesh chartification, out-of-core mesh processing.
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INTRODUCTION

W

the increasing popularity of large and detailed
polygonal meshes, mesh compression has attracted
much attention for supporting efficient storage and transmission of meshes. Sophisticated single-rate algorithms
have been developed with excellent compression ratios
(e.g., [51], [44], [2], [36], and [31]), and the optimality of
connectivity coding has been investigated [2], [18], [43]. To
reduce the latency in transmitting a compressed mesh,
progressive encoding algorithms have been developed with
a little overhead in compression ratios than single-rate
algorithms (e.g., [49], [11], [40], [1], [15], and [42]). Out-ofcore compression techniques have been proposed to process
large meshes that cannot be read into the main memory
(e.g., [21], [25], and [29]).
In most conventional mesh compression algorithms, the
encoding and decoding processes are symmetric. The
decompression order is solely determined by the traversal
order of mesh components in the compression stage. As a
result, with a compressed mesh obtained from previous
methods, it is only possible to stream out the decompressed
mesh data in a fixed order, but the compressed mesh parts
cannot be accessed in a random order. In other words,
previous mesh compression frameworks cannot provide the
ITH
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property of random accessibility in the sense that the details
of any specific parts in the original mesh can be made
available without decoding other noninteresting parts. This
limitation becomes a severe drawback when we process a
very large mesh. To display or edit only a part of the mesh,
the entire mesh should be decoded if the part resides at the
end of the compressed data stream. Note that this limitation
is also applied to the out-of-core compression techniques
[21], [25], [29] because they process mesh parts in sequence
and do not support selective decoding.
The concept of random accessibility has been popular in
other data compression domains such as multimedia
compression. Especially with an MPEG video [39], it is
common sense that we can play a selected scene without
decoding other noninteresting parts. In mesh compression,
however, random accessibility has been introduced only
recently in [7] and [35]. Choe et al. [7] combined mesh
chartification with a single-rate mesh compression technique to provide a framework for random accessible mesh
compression. Kim et al. [35] introduced multiresolution
random accessible mesh compression (MRAMC), where the
vertex hierarchy of a multiresolution mesh is encoded in the
way that supports progressive decoding of selected mesh
parts. However, these techniques assume that the entire
given mesh resides in the main memory both in the
encoding and decoding stages, and the scalability of the
approaches has not been provided.
In this paper, we present a random accessible mesh
compression framework that can be scaled up to efficiently
handle very large meshes. The framework is similar to [7],
but we elaborate it in several ways to provide better
features. The enhanced features include:
.

More explicit control of random accessibility. We define
a measure of the random accessibility in mesh
compression and incorporate it in the compression
process to better support random accessibility in
decoding.
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Better compression ratio. We introduce optimization
techniques for connectivity and geometry encoding
of mesh charts and achieve a better compression
ratio.
. Support for very large meshes. We propose an efficient
out-of-core mesh chartification technique which
enables the framework to handle very large meshes.
In this paper, we also demonstrate the applications of
our technique such as displaying and editing of very large
meshes that cannot fit into the main memory. In the
applications, only the mesh part necessary for visualization
or in-core processing can be selectively decoded in the
main memory in a nondeterministic order, while the other
parts remain in the compressed form. Furthermore, the
modified mesh parts can be reencoded without having to
touch the other nonprocessed parts. Hence, our random
accessible mesh compression technique enables efficient
processing of very large meshes with reduced memory and
I/O overhead.
.

2

PREVIOUS WORK

2.1 Mesh Compression
In this section, we briefly review the related work on mesh
compression. For a more extensive review, refer to excellent
survey papers [50], [19], [3], [41].
Early research on mesh compression focused on singlerate encoding of triangle meshes and achieved excellent
results [13], [51], [44], [2], [36]. Recently, Kalberer et al. [31]
have reported the best encoding performance for triangular
meshes. Polygonal mesh encoders have also been proposed
in [30], [33], [23], and [36]. However, these techniques
sequentially process mesh elements in encoding and decoding without support for random accessibility.
To provide an overview of a mesh in coarse to fine
fashion, progressive compression algorithms have been
introduced. These algorithms can be categorized into
connectivity-driven approaches (e.g., [49], [11], [40], and
[1]) and geometry-driven approaches (e.g., [14], [15], and
[42]). Although these algorithms provide a good property of
progressive decoding, they still cannot support random
accessibility in decoding.
To encode the shape of a mesh more efficiently, shape
compression techniques have been proposed, which take
advantage of (semi-)regular remeshing [34], [20], [4].
However, even though the techniques achieve high compression efficiency, they lose the original connectivity
information, which is important in some applications. In
[32] and [48], spectral geometry compression has been
proposed based on discrete Fourier analysis, which is
similar to the discrete cosine transformation used in JPEG
image compression.
2.2 Random Accessible Compression
In compression, random accessibility can be defined as the
property that enables restoring only the necessary parts on
demand without decoding other parts. It has been a
common property in multimedia compression such as
MPEG for digital audio and video data [39], where we
can randomly select and play the desired parts. In volume
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data compression, Bajaj et al. [5] proposed a wavelet-based
encoding scheme that supports random order decoding for
interactive volume visualization.
In the mesh compression literature, Choe et al. [7]
introduced a framework for irregular mesh compression
with random accessibility. In the framework, necessary
mesh parts can be restored on demand in the decoding
stage. Recently, Kim et al. [35] proposed MRAMC, where
the vertex hierarchy is encoded in a manner that selected
mesh parts can be progressively restored without decoding
other parts. Compared to [7] and [35], this paper provides
random accessible mesh compression with better compression ratio and explicit control of random accessibility.
Moreover, our framework can be scaled up to handle very
large meshes, for which the functionality of random
accessibility is important.
Recently, Yoon and Lindstrom [53] extended streaming
mesh compression [29] to provide random accessibility for
large mesh compression. In the approach, streaming mesh
data are divided into same sized blocks, and the blocks are
encoded separately while preserving the order of data in
the streaming mesh. Although this approach can utilize the
cache oblivious format of a streaming mesh [26], the
compression ratio is worse than other out-of-core compression methods including ours.

2.3 Out-of-Core Mesh Processing
To process large meshes that cannot fit into the main
memory, out-of-core mesh processing frameworks have
been introduced.
Interactive out-of-core rendering systems have been
developed for large meshes [9], [37], [8], [17], [47]. The
techniques first divide a given mesh into several parts using
spatial coherence. Then, the mesh parts are sequentially
loaded, and a multiresolution hierarchy is constructed. In
runtime, a large mesh can be interactively rendered by
controlling the resolutions of mesh parts.
To store huge meshes in a compact way, out-of-core
mesh compression techniques have been proposed. Ho
et al. [21] introduced the first out-of-core mesh compression
technique. The input mesh is partitioned into small
submeshes, and each part is independently compressed
with a single-rate compression algorithm. To guarantee
water-tightness among submeshes, the boundary information of submeshes is maintained explicitly. Isenburg and
Gumhold [25] converted a large input mesh into a highly
compressed representation using an external memory
structure, which provides a transparent access to a large
mesh. They enhanced a valence-driven encoder to reduce
memory requirement by maintaining the encoding boundary as short as possible. During decoding, full connectivity
is maintained along the decompressed boundary, and the
mesh can be restored seamlessly for incremental in-core
processing. Isenburg et al. [29] proposed an out-of-core
mesh compression technique that encodes a mesh in a
streaming approach. The technique is based on the
streaming mesh representation [26], and mesh elements are
encoded on the fly when they are streamed into the
encoder. This approach can scale up to handle larger input
meshes in an efficient way.
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Fig. 1. Overview of the Random Accessible Mesh Compression (RAMC) framework. The given mesh is divided into three data types: a wire-net
mesh, charts, and wires. Each component is independently encoded to reduce the redundancy and data size. A wire-net mesh plays the role of an
indexing structure and helps to find necessary parts from the compressed data. Charts are independent submeshes that represent mesh parts.
Wires are partial chart boundaries and provide the starting points for encoding/decoding charts. Among the data types, a wire-net mesh and wires
are the overhead to provide random accessibility and increase the data size. However, due to the overhead data, charts can be decoded
independently, and we can restore only the necessary parts without decoding noninteresting data.

In [9] and [27], it has been shown that any mesh
processing method can be easily applicable to huge meshes
if an out-of-core technique is used as a low-level framework
for handling meshes. Similarly, in this paper, we show that
our compression framework is suitable to handle and
process large meshes efficiently in a compressed form.

3

OVERVIEW

3.1 Random Accessibility for Compression
The two concepts, random accessibility and compression
efficiency, run counter to each other in some sense. Suppose
we have a stream of data where we have k different kinds of
symbols. For random accessibility, we may use dlog2 ke bits
for each symbol so that the ith symbol can easily be
extracted from the compressed stream. However, this
strategy does not consider the coherency among data, and
the compression ratio is not optimal. On the other hand, if
we concentrate on the coding efficiency, we can adopt
entropy-based coding to exploit the coherency. However, in
this case, to access the ith symbol, all preceding symbols
should be decoded, which means no random accessibility.
In conventional multimedia compression, such as MPEG,
both random accessibility and high compression ratios are
obtained by data partitioning. The input data stream is
partitioned into blocks, and each block of the stream is
highly compressed. For each block, there is a keyframe,
which plays the role of the entry point for accessing other
data in the block.
To provide random accessibility for a compressed data
stream, an indexing structure is needed with which we can
specify the desired parts among the stream. In MPEG, the
indexing structure is obvious because a video is a sequence
of frames coupled with a time line. We can specify any parts
in the video by selecting appropriate frames in the time line,
and the selected parts can be accessed through the keyframes from the partitioned blocks.

3.2 Random Accessibility for Mesh Compression
Similar to MPEG, to introduce random accessibility to mesh
compression, we decompose the given mesh into separate
segments, called charts, and handle the charts independently from each other in the encoding/decoding process.
However, contrary to a video, an irregular mesh has no
obvious indexing structure for random accessibility. With
compressed charts, we have no immediate information on
the shape of the original mesh, and due to the irregularity of
a mesh, an underlying regular structure such as a time line
is not available.
To resolve this problem, we represent a given mesh into
two layers of the meshes, which consist of a wire-net mesh
and a set of charts (see Fig. 1). A wire-net mesh is a polygonal
mesh that is constructed from a chartification result of the
input mesh. Each chart is mapped to a face of the wire-net
mesh and a chart boundary shared by two adjacent charts,
called a wire, is mapped to an edge. The vertices of a wirenet mesh come from the corner vertices of the chartification,
where three or more wires meet. Fig. 1 shows an example of
chartification and the corresponding wire mesh. A wire-net
mesh plays the role of an indexing structure in our
framework. By designating the faces of a wire-net mesh,
we can specify the desirable parts of the original mesh in
the unit of charts.
While the faces of a wire-net mesh give an indexing
structure, the edges of the mesh provide a stitching structure
for randomly accessed mesh parts. In the decoding stage,
the reconstructed boundaries should match among the
selected charts to prevent gaps on the mesh surface. To
satisfy this requirement, in the encoding stage, the wires of
the chartification are compressed separately from the chart
interiors. When the selected charts are to be reconstructed,
we first decompress the wires surrounding the charts and
then decompress the chart interiors from the boundaries.
With this approach, the common boundary is reconstructed
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Fig. 2. File structure of compressed mesh data.

only once and shared for adjacent charts, providing an easy
stitching of arbitrarily selected charts.

3.3 Encoding and Decoding Processes
The encoding stage of our framework for random accessible
mesh compression (RAMC) consists of three steps:
Mesh chartification. A given mesh is decomposed into
a set of charts.
. Wire-net mesh construction. A wire-net mesh is
constructed from the chartification.
. Component encoding. The wire-net mesh, the wires,
and the charts are separately compressed. The
linkages of wires and charts to the edges and faces
of the wire-net mesh are kept when we save the
compressed data into a file.
Fig. 2 depicts the file structure for our framework. Each
shaded region in Fig. 2 represents the compressed data of
the wire-net mesh, wires, or charts. The compressed wirenet mesh is placed in the head part of the file as an indexing
structure. In the mesh information part, we store the
auxiliary information for decoding such as a bounding
box, quantization numbers, and so on. The pointer table
keeps track of the positions in the file at which the
compressed data of wires and charts are stored.
With a compressed mesh file, the decoding stage can be
summarized as follows:
.

.

.

.

Wire-net mesh loading and decoding. We first restore
and keep the wire-net mesh in the main memory.
The mesh information and the pointer table are also
read into the main memory. For each edge of the
wire-net mesh, an edge-id is assigned and used as
the pointer to access the corresponding wire in the
compressed file. The mapping from a face to a chart
is handled with a face-id in the same way. The
compressed data of wires and charts can be kept
either in-core or out-of-core depending on the
application and the data size.
Decompressed part selection. The desired parts to be
decompressed are specified by designating some
faces of the wire-net mesh with a user input or a
criterion determined by the application.
Chart decoding. For the selected faces of the wire-net
mesh, we first decompress the wires corresponding
to the edges of the faces. Then, the chart interiors are
decompressed to complete the reconstructed patches
(see Fig. 1).
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The second and third steps are repeated when different
mesh parts are required to be decompressed for processing.
At that time, the decompressed data for the current parts
can be stored at a cache structure for later use.
In some applications, we need to traverse mesh elements
in different charts across wires, instead of directly indexing
wire-net mesh faces. In our implementation, the boundary
faces of a restored chart contain the corresponding face- and
edge-ids of the wire-net mesh. From this information, we
can simply find the charts to be restored next in the wire-net
mesh using the correspondence between charts and wirenet mesh faces.

3.4

Issues of Random Accessible Mesh
Compression
The performance of our RAMC framework is highly
dominated by how to chartify a given mesh and how to encode
each chart. Note that the sizes of a wire-net mesh and wires
are relatively small, hence, the majority of a compressed
mesh file is occupied by chart data.
In Section 4, we present a mesh chartification method
that obtains a high compression ratio, as well as random
accessibility. In particular, we consider explicit control of
random accessibility to minimize the variance of the
expected time for randomly accessing any specific primitive
in the given mesh. In addition, out-of-core chartification
methods are discussed to handle huge meshes. Section 5
presents the details on wire-net mesh and wire encoding. In
Section 6, we propose a highly optimized algorithm for
chart compression, which is suited for our framework.

4

MESH CHARTIFICATION

The random accessibility requires partitioning of a given
mesh into several charts. Obviously, the chartification result
highly influences the compression ratio. We need to
carefully design the mesh chartification method so that
we can obtain a high ratio in compression, as well as high
quality in random accessibility.
Among various mesh chartification methods, we adopt
the approach based on Lloyd’s method [38], which has been
known to provide good results [46], [12], [6]. In the
approach, the chartification result is obtained by iterations
of two steps: chart growing and seed recomputation. For
bootstrapping, we select a number of faces, each of which
becomes the seed of a chart. In the chart-growing step, using
a cost function, each chart grows from a seed face by
conquering its adjacent faces that have not been involved in
any chart yet. The chart growing step is conducted until
every face in the mesh is included in one of the charts. In the
seed-recomputation step, seed triangles are repositioned at
the centroid of charts to improve the quality of the
chartification in the next stage of chart growing. The final
result is obtained when the chartification is not updated any
more by the iterations.
The key issue of this chartification algorithm is the
design of the cost function used in the chart growing step,
which depends on the chartification criteria for the
applications. In our framework, we design the cost function
to achieve the required properties for random accessible
mesh compression.
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4.1 Required Properties
For our RAMC framework, mesh chartification should
provide the following properties:
.

.

.

High compression ratio. Each chart will be independently encoded by a mesh compression technique.
Our chartification algorithm must provide a set of
charts, each of which can be encoded with a high
compression ratio.
Random accessibility. If we only focus on compression
efficiency in the chartification stage, then abnormally
large charts may be generated. When accessing mesh
primitives in such a large chart, the size of decoded
data would be much larger than other charts, which
worsens the I/O efficiency with longer waiting time.
To prevent this problem, the random accessibility
factor should be considered in chartification.
Topological problem. Since we restrict a wire-net mesh
to a polygonal mesh, it would be impossible to
construct a wire-net mesh if the chartification result
has an improper structure among charts. We should
prevent such a case in chartification.

4.2 Cost Function
To achieve a high compression ratio for chart encoding, we
consider two properties of charts: planarity and compactness.
In general, a planar mesh can be efficiently compressed
since the geometry in a planar region is highly coherent and
well predictable. To enhance the encoding efficiency for
charts, we make each chart as planar as possible. Besides
the planarity, the shapes of charts also influence the
compression efficiency. Assume that the chartification
result has complex chart boundaries. Then, the number of
the vertices on a wire increases, and the overall coding
efficiency becomes worse because the wire vertices are
inefficiently encoded due to low coherency. Moreover, the
complex boundaries also worsen the compression performance for chart interiors in general. Hence, we enforce
chart boundaries as compact as possible to minimize the
number of vertices on wires.
The cost function considering the planarity and compactness has been proposed in [46] for feature-sensitive
chartification. We adopt the cost function defined by


F ðf; cÞ ¼   ðNc  Nf Þ j Pf  Pn j :
ð1Þ
In (1), F ðf; cÞ is the cost function for an unconquered face f,
where a chart c tries to grow by conquering its adjacent
face f. The planarity is considered in (1) by calculating the
normal variation between the average normal of the
faces Nc in the chart c and the face normal Nf . The
compactness is reflected by the geodesic distance between
the centroid Pf of face f and the centroid Pn of the face n in
the chart c, which is adjacent to f. The parameter 
regulates the relative weights between planarity and
compactness. When  is large, F ðf; cÞ is insensitive to the
normal variation, and the cost is dominated by the
geometric distance. Therefore, the larger  is, the more
compactness and the less planarity are considered. In
practice, if a chart is planar with low normal variation,
then the vertex positions are well predictable and efficiently

Fig. 3. Comparison of chartification results of the Venus model.
(a) Without the random accessibility term. (b) With the random
accessibility term. By comparing the charts around eyes and curls, we
can see that the sizes of charts in (b) are more regular than in (a).

encoded. Hence, to achieve a good compression ratio, we
set  to 1, which is the minimum value for preventing
negative F ðf; cÞ.
For random accessibility, any mesh parts should be
accessible within an expected amount of I/O time from a
compressed data. The upper bound of access time for any
primitives in a given chart is dominated by the number of
faces in the chart. Therefore, to guarantee a bounded I/O
time for arbitrary random accesses, we enforce the chart
sizes to be well balanced in the chartification.
The random accessibility can be controlled by incorporating the term


#fc 
RðcÞ ¼
ð2Þ
#favg
into the cost function. In (2), #fc and #favg denote the
number of faces in the current chart c and the average
number of faces of all charts, respectively. We call the
term RðcÞ the random accessibility factor, which enforces
minimizing the variation of the expected I/O time by
regularizing the number of primitives in each chart. The
parameter  is a user-specified one. In this paper, we use 1.0
for  in the experiments.
Finally, we define the cost function for our chartification
as follows:
F 0 ðf; cÞ ¼ RðcÞ  F ðf; cÞ:

ð3Þ

In (3), the term RðcÞ acts as a spring that pushes the chart
boundary outward when chart c is small, but pulls the chart
boundary when c is large. To demonstrate the merit of
random accessibility term RðcÞ, we compare the chartification results with and without RðcÞ. Fig. 3 shows the visual
comparison between the chartification results from F ðf; cÞ
and F 0 ðf; cÞ. We can see that the sizes of charts in the result
using F 0 ðf; cÞ are more regular than that using F ðf; cÞ.

4.3 Topological Problem Handling
In the chartification process, abnormal charts may be
generated which are improper for generating a wire-net
mesh. We postprocess the abnormal charts after the Lloyd’s
method as follows (see Fig. 4):
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Fig. 5. Geometry encoding of a wire-net mesh and a wire. (a) Each
vertex position in a polygon Pj of a wire-net mesh is encoded from the
predicted center of Pj , which is computed from the center of polygon Pi
with the parallelogram rule. (b) Each vertex position pk in a wire is
encoded with the prediction p0k , which is obtained by the 1D version of
the parallelogram rule with two previous vertices, pi and pj .
Fig. 4. Restrictions on chart topology. (a) Island chart. (b) Donut-shaped
chart. (c) Two charts sharing two boundaries.

An island chart is a chart fully surrounded by a single
neighbor chart. The corresponding wire-net mesh
face has only one edge, which is invalid for a
polygonal mesh. To resolve the problem, an island
chart is merged to the neighbor chart (see Fig. 4a).
. A donut-shaped chart is a chart that surrounds several
neighbor charts. It cannot be represented by a
disklike polygonal face, and the wire-net mesh
cannot be encoded by a polygonal mesh encoder.
To avoid this case, we divide a donut-shaped chart
into three similarly sized charts (see Fig. 4b).
. If two faces share more than two edges, then the
resulting wire-net mesh has a double edge. In this
case, one chart is divided into two similarly sized
charts (see Fig. 4c).
Usually, the number of abnormal charts and their sizes
are small. Consequently, the topological repair has little
influence on the final chartification result.
.

4.4 Out-of-Core Chartification for Large Meshes
The RAMC framework in Section 3 can be applied to
encoding a huge mesh that cannot fit into the main memory
if we can chartify the mesh in an out-of-core method with a
small memory footprint. Choe et al. [6] introduced an outof-core mesh chartification technique based on the Lloyd’s
method, which guarantees similar qualities to the corresponding in-core algorithms [46], [12]. The main idea in [6]
is that, for each local update of chartification, only one chart
and its k-ring neighbors are loaded, which can fit into the
main memory.
Unfortunately, however, the technique in [6] takes much
processing time since the local updates require I/O
transmission too frequently between disk and memory.
When several charts are uploaded into the main memory
for each local update, the local chartification is updated
only once, and the resulting charts are written back to the
disk in every iteration. Although such local update is good
for preventing topology changes of the uploaded charts, it
imposes unnecessarily high I/O overhead on out-of-core
chartification in [6].
In this paper, we reduce the processing time of out-ofcore chartification using a clusterwise approach, which has
a similar strategy to that in [22]. The basic idea is to use
clusters that contain as many charts as possible, where local
chartification for each cluster is repeatedly updated until an

equilibrium is reached without the additional I/O transmission of charts. The final chartification result is obtained by
applying additional handling to the cluster boundaries.
To bootstrap the algorithm, we need to construct an
initial chartification in an out-of-core way. For the initial
chartification, we adopt the technique proposed in [21],
which is based on a spatial subdivision of a mesh into
partitions.
To improve the initial chartification, we first obtain a
clustering of charts. We construct a graph G such that each
node corresponds to a chart, and each edge represents the
adjacency among charts. Initially, each chart corresponds to
a cluster. Then, to group charts into several clusters, we
recursively merge the adjacent nodes of graph G, while the
total data of each cluster does not exceed the main memory
buffer. In the merging process, among possible candidates,
adjacent clusters for which the summed data size is smallest
are merged first to regularize the data sizes of final clusters.
Once the clusters of charts have been obtained, we
compute the optimal chartification result for each cluster
with the in-core Lloyd’s method. Then, to update the
chartification around the cluster boundaries, we perform
the Lloyd’s method on the set of charts that are adjacent to
the cluster boundaries. For further optimization, we may
need additional iterations of the Lloyd’s method on the
clusters of charts. However, in practice, improvement of
chartification is small with this further processing, and we
take the result of boundary handling as the final output of
our out-of-core chartification. As shown in Table 3 of
Section 7, the processing time is dramatically decreased due
to the reduced data transmission, while the chartification
results are comparable to that in [6].

5

WIRE-NET MESH

AND

WIRE ENCODING

Basically, a wire-net mesh is a polygonal mesh, which can
be encoded with a conventional polygonal mesh encoding
scheme [33], [23]. To encode the connectivity, we adopt the
connectivity encoding scheme proposed by Khodakovsky
et al. [33]. For geometry coding, we can consider the
parallelogram prediction described in [24]. However, a
wire-net mesh has a more irregular distribution of vertex
positions than ordinary polygonal meshes because it is
constructed from a chartification result. This property
worsens the compression efficiency of the parallelogram
prediction. Hence, we modify the prediction to use the
centers of polygons, where vertex geometry is represented
by the correction vectors from the polygon center (see
Fig. 5a).
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TABLE 1
Comparison Results of Different Encoding Directions
for Charts: from Chart Boundary to Interior (BtoC)
and from Centroid of a Chart to Boundary (CtoB)

Fig. 6. Definitions for chart encoding: (a) Terminology for connectivity
encoding. (b) Local frame for vertex position encoding.

To encode a wire, we only need to encode the number of
vertices and vertex positions since a wire is a sequence of
vertices. For geometry encoding, we use a linear prediction
for the vertex sequence, which is a 1D version of the
parallelogram prediction. In Fig. 5b, black vertices are
already encoded/decoded, and the white vertex is to be
processed. We predict the position p0k by p0k ¼ pj þ ðpj  pi Þ.
After the prediction, we quantize the correction vector from
p0k to pk .
As will be discussed in Section 6.2, for geometry
encoding of charts, the normal vector is stored for each
wire to provide the local z-axis of vertices around the chart
boundary. The vector is computed as the average normal
vector of faces adjacent to the wire and quantized by
spherical quantization described in [45].

6

CHART ENCODING

In our RAMC framework, to achieve a good compression
ratio, we adapt a single-rate mesh compression scheme for
chart encoding. After analyzing the required properties, we
select the best suitable algorithm and highly optimize it for
better coding efficiency.

6.1 Connectivity Coding
There are two categories for mesh connectivity encoding:
valence-based approaches [51], [2] and face-based approaches [44], [36], [31]. A valence-based technique exploits
the vertex valences to encode mesh connectivity. In
contrast, a face-based approach encodes mesh connectivity
using symbols that differentiate the configurations of a
newly visited face and the already conquered region.
For connectivity coding in chart compression, we found
that a face-based approach is more suitable than a valencebased one. With a valence-based approach, we have to
generate two or more symbols for the valence of each vertex
in chart boundaries since a boundary vertex is visited once
for encoding each chart that contains the vertex. In contrast,
a face-based approach utilizes faces as the encoding
primitive that is not shared among charts.
Among the face-based techniques, we choose Angle
Analyzer [36], which shows a good compression ratio. Angle
Analyzer encodes the mesh connectivity by generating a
symbol per face. The faces are traversed in a deterministic
order using a gate that is a directional edge dividing the
conquered region and the nonconquered region (see Fig. 6).
When the conquered region grows by stitching a front face

All meshes are divided into 100 charts.

of an active gate, one of the five symbols is generated to
indicate the configuration of the front face to the conquered
region. The five symbols are CREATE, CW, CCW, JOIN, and
SKIP, where JOIN and SKIP are special symbols for handling
the topology change of the conquered region and the mesh
boundary, respectively. We call the others regular symbols
that are used for traversing mesh faces.
To improve the compression ratio of charts, we adapt the
connectivity encoding of Angle Analyzer in two ways.

6.1.1 Encoding Direction
There are two ways to conquer the faces of a chart: 1) from
the centroid to the boundary or 2) from the boundary to
interior. In the first approach, since the coder has no prior
information about the chart boundary, we will have many
occurrences of a special symbol (i.e., SKIP) to indicate the
boundary. In the second case, since the region is conquered
from the chart boundary, we may need many of another
special symbol (i.e., JOIN) due to the frequent topology
changes of the conquered region in the traversal.
Table 1 shows the distribution of the special symbols for
connectivity coding and the corresponding compression
ratios with two different encoding directions. In Table 1, the
number of special symbols generated by conquering charts
from the boundaries to interiors is much less than the
reverse direction. In general, special symbols reduce the
coherency of encoded symbols, which incurs a low
compression ratio, as demonstrated in Table 1. Hence, our
connectivity coder conquers a chart from its boundary to
the interior.
In addition, this traversal direction provides natural
stitching of chart faces to wires, requiring no additional
information to be stored. Once the wires adjacent to a chart
are restored, the faces of the chart can be restored starting
from the wires. In our implementation, the edges in the
wires, which are the boundary edges of the chart, constitute
the initial gate list for face traversal.
6.1.2 Optimizing Chart Connectivity Coding
FreeLence [31] shows that the performance of a connectivity
coder can be improved by exploiting geometric information. In [31], the symbols for free valences are relabeled
according to the opening angles at the active gates in order
to optimize the coding efficiency by concentrating the
symbol dispersions. Similarly, in this paper, we use the
geometric information to enhance the coding efficiency for
connectivity symbols.
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Fig. 7. Distribution of connectivity symbols of the Skull model with
respect to the opening angles at the active gates: The x-axis is the
opening angle and the y-axis is the counts of symbols. In the connectivity
encoding of Angle Analyzer, the majority of symbols are CREATE and
CW and only the dispersions of these symbols are shown with graphs.

Fig. 7 shows the tendency of the connectivity symbols of
the skull model with respect to the opening angles defined
at active gates. To utilize such a property, we relabel the
connectivity symbols according to the opening angles so
that the symbol dispersion becomes more concentrated. In
Fig. 7, the frequency of CW is higher than that of CREATE if
the opening angle is less than 90 degrees. Otherwise,
CREATE appears more frequently than CW. Assume that we
label the symbols with integers for encoding such as 0 for
CREATE, 1 for CW, and so on. Then, we relabel CREATE and
CW as 1 and 0, respectively, when the opening angle is
greater than 90 degrees. The relabeled symbols can be
encoded more effectively by an entropy coder because the
frequencies of symbols have become more concentrated.
In our experiments, almost all meshes showed similar
distributions of connectivity symbols so we can predict the
symbol at the active gate using the opening angle. With this
prediction, we can achieve about 5-10 percent improvement
in the compression ratio for connectivity encoding. In
decoding time, the additional information for recovering
the relabeled connectivity symbols is negligible. Only one
integer is required to specify the opening angle that
separates the tendency of the connectivity symbols.

6.2 Geometry Coding
The vertex geometry is encoded by quantizing the local
coordinates defined by the local frames, as in Angle Analyzer
[36]. The local frames are defined as follows: the x-axis is on
the active gate, the z-axis is the normal vector of the back
face of the active gate, and the y-axis is determined by the
cross product of the x- and z-axes (see Fig. 6b).
When encoding vertices adjacent to a chart boundary, we
cannot define the local z-axis because there are no back faces
for them. To resolve such a problem, we store at each wire
the average normal vector of faces adjacent to the wire and
use the vector as the local z-axis for such vertices. In our
experiments, the size of these additional data for normal
vectors is small enough to be negligible.
To efficiently compress the geometry information, we
encode the quantized local coordinates with an adaptive
arithmetic coder [52], which dynamically adjusts the frequency table for symbols. Usually, the frequency table is
converged and stabilized after some number of symbols
have been streamed. However, if charts are small, symbol
streams can be terminated before the frequency tables are
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stabilized. In this case, we cannot fully utilize the advantage
of the adaptive arithmetic coder and the coding efficiency
will become poor.
To avoid such a loss of coding efficiency, we use a
predefined table that explicitly provides the initial frequencies of symbols. To provide the predefined table, we
need one more encoding pass. Before encoding chart
geometry, the frequencies of symbols in all charts of a
mesh are accumulated by simulating the chart encoding.
Then, we forcibly initialize the frequency table of the
arithmetic coder using the accumulated symbol frequencies. With this effective initial guess for the arithmetic
coder, we can achieve about 20-30 percent improvement in
geometry coding.
In the decoding time, we need to initialize the same
frequency table for correctly restoring charts. Hence, we
explicitly store the predefined table in the compressed file,
where only one table for the entire mesh is an ignorable
overhead compared to the entire file size.
For a better initialization of the arithmetic coder, we can
maintain one predefined table for each chart. However, in
this case, the data size for the tables will increase, paying off
the gain obtained in the arithmetic coder. In our experiments, one predefined table shared by all charts in a mesh is
a good compromise of the storage overhead for the table
and the gain in the arithmetic coding.

7

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

All meshes used in this paper for experiments are manifold
because the chart encoder can handle only manifold
meshes. However, this restriction can be avoided in our
RAMC framework if we adopt a chart encoder that can
process nonmanifold meshes. For the experiments, we use a
Windows PC with a Pentium Core2 Duo 2.4-GHz CPU and
2 Gbytes of memory.

7.1 Geometry Quantization Numbers
The geometry of a wire-net mesh should be accurately
represented since it provides a skeleton structure for the
reconstruction of charts. We usually encode the vertex
positions of a wire-net mesh with 10-12 bits global
quantization, which is generally acceptable for encoding a
polygonal mesh [50], [19], [24], [36], [3], [41]. When the
input mesh is very large, e.g., an out-of-core mesh, we use
13-14 bits for quantizing the resulting wire-net mesh.
We also carefully determine the quantization number for
the geometry coding of wires because the wires are the
starting points for decoding charts. The restored geometry
of wires highly influences the final accuracy of the restored
charts. From several experiments, we found that, usually,
twice the quantization number used to encode the inner
chart geometry is acceptable for encoding the wire
geometry.
To encode vertex positions of charts, we use local
quantization with the local frames defined at the vertices.
Similar to that in [36], we select the proper quantization
numbers for local coordinates by comparing the distortions
between the charts quantized with our local frames and the
charts from a 12-bit global quantization. The distortions are
measured by the Metro tool [10].
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TABLE 2
Timing Statistics for In-Core Chartification
with Different Numbers of Charts

Ideally, we can use different quantization for different
charts. However, it is inefficient to store the quantization
information per chart in the compressed mesh file. In our
implementation, we measure the proper quantization range
for each chart and compute the maximum range that covers
the ranges of all charts. With the range, we determine the
quantization number for each chart, which is compatible to
the 12-bit global quantization of the chart. We then compute
the maximum of the quantization numbers of all charts.
Finally, all charts are encoded with the same quantization
range and number for local quantization.

7.2 Chartification
Table 2 shows the processing time of in-core chartification
with different numbers of charts. For small meshes, we
obtain the initial chartification by face clustering [16] for
better results. After the initial chartification, we iterate the
seed recomputation and chart growing steps of the Lloyd’s
method five times. In general, five times of the iterations
may not achieve the optimal results, but as described in
[12], near-optimal results can be obtained, which are good
enough for our RAMC framework. Table 2 shows that the
processing time is proportional to the number of vertices in
a mesh. The number of charts to be generated also affect the
processing time.
Table 3 shows the timing results of our out-of-core
chartification for large meshes. Fig. 8 shows the chartification results. The input meshes are represented by the
indexed mesh format. During the out-of-core chartification,
the intermediate data are saved in a disk as two files per
chart; one is a submesh data, which is represented by an
indexed mesh, and the other keeps the global vertex indices
used to stitch charts seamlessly. The sum of the intermediate
file sizes is a little larger than the original mesh data. The
amounts of required memory and data transmission depend
on the sizes of chart clusters that are loaded into the memory
for the iterations of the Lloyd’s method. The sizes can be
easily controlled in the chart clustering step described in

Fig. 8. Chartification results of huge meshes and their wire-net meshes:
(a) Dragon, (b) Buddha, and (c) Lucy.

Section 4.4. For all experiments in this paper, we used the
vertex buffer that can take one million vertices, while the
face buffer can take two million faces. Similar to the in-core
chartification, we perform five iterations of the seed
recomputation and chart growing for each chart cluster
and the charts along cluster boundaries.

7.3 Compression Ratio
Table 4 shows the compression ratio of our RAMC
framework. The second column gives the number of charts
and the average number of faces in a chart for each
experiment. The third column shows the size of the
overhead information that includes the wire-net mesh for
random accessibility and essential data for decoding such
as quantization numbers and the predefined table. The
fourth column shows the bit rate for the wires, which
includes the numbers of vertices in wires, wire geometry
data, and average gate normals. The fifth column is the bit
rate for charts, which comes from the encoded data of chart
connectivity and geometry. As shown in Table 4, when the
number of charts becomes larger, the overhead to provide
random accessibility increases because the wire-net mesh
becomes more complicated and more vertices are included
in wires. However, for reasonable numbers of charts that

TABLE 3
Timing Statistics for Compressing Large Meshes with Out-of-Core Chartification: For Comparison
of Chart Update Time with That in [6], a Given Mesh Is Chartified into the Same Number of Charts
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TABLE 4
Compression Results Using the RAMC Framework:
The Bit Ratio of Each Component is Computed by
Dividing the Data Size of the Component by the
Total Number of Vertices in the Mesh

Fig. 9. Comparison of the compression ratio with other compression
schemes: TG and AA are from single-rate compression algorithms,
[51] and [36], respectively. PME is the result of a progressive mesh
encoder [1].

TABLE 5
Global Quantization Bits for the Whole Mesh That Correspond
to the 12-bit Quantization of the Biggest Chart: Each Triple
Contains the Numbers of Bits for x, y, and z Axes

correspond to the chart sizes ranging from 1,000 to
23,000 faces, the overhead remains small compared to the
entire data size.
In Fig. 9, the compression ratios of the RAMC framework
with different numbers of charts are compared with those
of other mesh compression techniques such as single-rate
compression [51], [36] and progressive compression [1]. The
encoders of [51], [1] were obtained from the web pages of
the authors. For [36], we used our own implementation. We
used the 12-bit global quantization to encode geometry for
[51] and [1]. In the experiments for [36], we found the
quantization numbers for the local coordinates that have the
same distortion errors with 12-bit global quantization. Fig. 9
demonstrates that our RAMC framework has only a little
worse compression ratios than other schemes while providing the decent property of random accessibility.
Besides the methods covered in Fig. 9, the encoders in
[31] and [42] achieve the best performances in the singlerate and progressive mesh compression domains, respectively. However, implementations for the encoders are not
publicly available, and we have not directly compared the
compression ratio with them. Instead, we use the results
from the reports in [31] and [42]. In [31], the compression
results are about 27 percent better than Angle Analyzer, and
in [42], the gain is about 10-30 percent improvement over
that in [1] for irregular meshes. From these facts, we can
infer that our compression results are still comparable with
the state-of-the-art techniques in single-rate and progressive
mesh compression.

We also compare our compression results for large
meshes with out-of-core compression techniques [21], [25].
However, in this case, we cannot directly compare the
compression ratios because we encode the geometry of
charts using local frames, while vertex positions of the
entire mesh are encoded with global quantization in [21],
[25]. For a large mesh, the bounding boxes of charts are
much smaller than that of the entire mesh. Consequently,
for the same amount of geometric distortion, the global
quantization bits needed for the entire mesh are larger than
those for charts. Since the local frames for charts are
quantized to be compatible with a 12-bit global quantization
of the biggest chart, we can approximate the quantized cell
size of the charts by dividing the bounding box size of the
biggest chart by 212 . Then, using the bounding box of the
whole mesh, we can estimate the global quantization bits
that are needed for a similar quantized cell size for the
entire mesh. Table 5 shows the estimated global quantization bits for large meshes, which are 13-15 bits in our
experiments.
In [21] and [25], the compression results for large meshes
are about 10-25 bits/v with 16-bit global quantization.
Particularly, in [25], 16.48 bits/v for Lucy and 24.22 bits/v
for Buddha were reported. Table 4 shows 14.65 bits/v for
Lucy and 19.06 bits/v for Buddha. Although our results are
compatible with a 13-15 bit global quantization, the improvements in the compression ratios are about 2-5 bits/v,
similar to or more than the differences in the global
quantization bits. These comparisons imply that our technique is comparable to the previous out-of-core compression
techniques in the compression ratios while providing the
random accessibility for decoding. Note that, for large
meshes, the size of the overhead information in our RAMC
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TABLE 6
Timing Statistics for Chart Restoration of Large Meshes

framework is relatively small compared to the mesh data and
has little influence on the compression ratios.

7.4 Chart Decoding Time
Table 6 shows the chart restoration time for large meshes.
We can see that the time is almost linear with respect to the
number of faces in a chart. We test two traversal strategies
during the encoding/decoding of charts: one is Geometry
Guided, which is used in our framework, and the other is
Sequential Traversal. The former focuses on a better
compression ratio, and the traversal order is determined
by the mesh geometry, as in [36] and [31]. However, in this
case, the encoder/decoder should search the active gate
from the gate list using geometry information, and the
search slows down the decoding speed. In contrast, the
Sequential Traversal strategy uses the front of the gate list for
the active gate without any search, so the encoding/
decoding can be performed fast. However, in this case,
we have a loss of compression ratio of about 1.5-2.5 bits/v
for connectivity. Therefore, between the two strategies,
there is a trade-off among the compression efficiency and
chart decoding speed.
In Table 6, we also compare the chart restoration times
between the compressed and uncompressed data. In recent
computer systems, the CPU power and memory capacity
have increased rapidly, but the data transmission speed
between disk and main memory cannot catch up with such
improvements and can become a bottleneck. Hence, we can
enhance the processing speed for large meshes by decreasing the amount of transmitted data. Table 6 shows that our
RAMC framework has the potential for such enhancement,
especially with the Sequential Traversal strategy, in addition
to reducing the disk space for storing large meshes. Our

Fig. 10. Out-of-core rendering of Lucy: The yellow mesh is the wire-net
mesh, which shows the rough shape of the original mesh. The black
cube is the view frustum and charts intersecting the cube are restored
and rendered.

current implementation focuses on the compression ratio
rather than the speed and uses chart encoding with
geometry information. If necessary for applications, we
can speedup the chart decoding by encoding chart data
with an algorithm, which offers faster decoding, such as
[51] and [29].

7.5 Applications
The RAMC framework can be used for several applications
such as rendering, smoothing, and editing. It can provide a
general underlying structure for processing large meshes in
an out-of-core manner.
7.5.1 Out-of-Core Rendering
Out-of-core rendering for large meshes is an intuitive
application of the RAMC framework. Most mesh data can
be reserved in the disk in the compressed form, while only
the system-requested charts are restored in the main
memory. With this approach, we can reduce the overhead
occurred by restoring the unnecessary parts of the mesh.
Fig. 10 shows an example of out-of-core rendering. We
only decode the charts, which intersect the view-frustum
illustrated as the black cube. When some charts escape from
the view-frustum, they are released from the main memory.
Such dynamic load/release of charts enables us to enhance
the memory usage and render huge meshes with a small
memory footprint.
7.5.2 Out-of-Core Mesh Smoothing
Fig. 11 shows an example of the partial smoothing of the
Lucy model. We load charts corresponding to the face of
Lucy into the main memory and perform Laplacian
smoothing 100 times. Due to the random accessibility, we
can reencode the smoothed mesh part without touching
other parts of the mesh.

Fig. 11. Out-of-core smoothing for Lucy. (a) Before smoothing. (b) After
performing Laplacian smoothing 100 times. The average bit rate for the
loaded wires and charts is 14.47 bits/v. After smoothing, we reencode
the smoothed parts, and the bit rate is 9.98 bits/v because a smooth
surface can be compressed more efficiently.
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Fig. 12. Out-of-core editing for Lucy. (a) Before editing. (b) After editing,
the nose of Lucy has been stretched. The loaded wires and charts are
the same as the case of smoothing. After editing, the edited part is
reencoded with 15.02 bits/v because such an editing reduces the
regularity of vertex positions.

In Fig. 11a, the original compression rate of selected parts
is 14.47 bits/v. The compression rate changes to 9.98 bits/v
after the smoothing in Fig. 11b. This result is natural
because Laplacian smoothing reduces the entropy of the
geometry and enhances the compression efficiency. Besides
the partial smoothing, we can smooth the entire mesh by
traversing and smoothing the charts one by one.

7.5.3 Out-of-Core Mesh Editing
Fig. 12 shows an example of out-of-core editing. Similar to
the case of smoothing, we load the charts for the face of
Lucy and stretch the nose. After the editing, we reencode
the modified part. The average bit rate of selected parts has
changed to 15.02 bits/v after editing. The editing operation
makes the geometry more complicated and reduces the
coding efficiency.
If the reencoding of a modified mesh part needs more
bits than the original, then the file structure in Fig. 2 does
not allow us to save the part back to the same position in the
compressed file. To simplify the process of saving reencoded mesh parts, we can store the wire and chart data as
multiple files in disk; one file per each wire and one file per
each chart. In this case, we do not need to maintain the
wire/chart pointer tables in Fig. 2 since we can easily
identify wire/chart files with a naming convention using
the edge-id and face-id of the wire-net mesh.

8

DISCUSSION

AND

CONCLUSION

8.1 Comparison with Other Techniques
The Octree-based External Memory Mesh (OEMM) framework
[9] was proposed to manipulate large meshes with small
memory footprints. By constructing an octree structure,
OEMM enables handling a large mesh on a low-end
system, where mesh parts can be loaded into memory for
processing while others remain in disk. This property is
similar to the random accessibility of our framework.
However, OEMM uses a raw format for accessing partial
meshes and storing mesh data in disk. This approach
would be convenient for manipulating mesh data but
requires more disk space than our framework. In addition,
our framework uses a wire-net mesh that provides a
natural and efficient stitching structure for randomly
accessed mesh parts, while OEMM needs additional
operations for the triangles crossing octree cell boundaries
to find the vertices in neighbor cells.
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Kim et al. [35] proposed a framework for MRAMC, in
which portions of a mesh can be decompressed in desired
resolutions without decoding other noninteresting parts.
The main advantage of the technique is that it can provide a
coarse-to-fine style of decompression, which is difficult to
accomplish in random accessible compression. However,
the cost for geometry coding is high because the static
information of vertex neighbors cannot be utilized in the
decoding stage. Compared to our RAMC framework,
MRAMC has a trade-off among multiresolution restoration
and a high compression ratio. The progressiveness of
MRAMC would be useful for the rendering or transmission
of large meshes via networks in a compressed format. In
contrast, RAMC would be more suitable for the memoryefficient processing of large meshes in a local machine.
Recently, Yoon and Lindstrom [53] proposed a compressed mesh format that supports random order access to
the compressed data in runtime. Their technique divides a
cache-oblivious layout [54] of a mesh into the same-sized
blocks, and each block is separately encoded using the
streaming mesh compression algorithm [29]. The technique
preserves the order of mesh elements in encoding, which is
good for some applications but hinders optimizing the
compression ratio. Consequently, the compression ratios
are worse than our RAMC framework. In addition, the
technique only supports read-only access, whereas our
framework can handle the local modification of mesh parts.

8.2 Summary and Future Work
In this paper, we presented a framework for random
accessible mesh compression and its applications. Due to
random accessibility, we can partially restore only the
necessary mesh parts from the compressed data. The wirenet mesh provides a structure for indexing necessary parts
and stitching separately decoded parts. To achieve a good
compression ratio, we adapt a single-rate mesh encoding
technique and optimize it for our framework. To support
random accessibility more effectively, we consider the
regularity of chart sizes, which bounds the amount of I/O
transmission by avoiding abnormally large charts. We
apply the RAMC framework to several applications such
as out-of-core rendering, smoothing, and editing. In the
applications, we can perform geometric operations on mesh
parts and write back the modification to disk without
touching other parts due to the random accessibility.
When we reencode an edited mesh part with excessive
changes of vertex positions, new vertex coordinates defined
by local frames may escape out of the quantization range for
charts. In this case, we store the expanded quantization
range for the edited chart. Although this expansion of the
quantization range incurs more distortions of the chart than
before editing, for simplicity, in our implementation, we use
the same quantization number for the chart. If excessive and
repeated editing operations are required with high precision positions, then a possible solution is to use lossless
compression of predicted floating-point numbers for mesh
geometry [28].
In our RAMC framework, a single-rate algorithm is used
for encoding charts to achieve a better compression ratio. It
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is interesting future work to incorporate progressive chart
encoding into the framework so that we can control the
amount of detail in the decoded mesh parts.
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